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Abstract
In this paper, we present a recent approach via variational methods and critical point
theory to obtain the existence of nontrivial periodic solutions for a class of p-Laplacian
systems on time scales. By establishing a proper variational setting, three existence
results are obtained. Finally, two examples are presented to illustrate the feasibility
and eﬀectiveness of our results.
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1 Introduction
Consider the p-Laplacian system on the time scale T
(∣∣u(t)∣∣p–u(t)) =∇F(σ (t),u(σ (t))), -a.e. t ∈ Tκ , (.)
where p > , u(t) denotes the delta (or Hilger) derivative of u at t, u (t) = (u)(t), σ
is the forward jump operator, T is a positive constant, T is T-periodic and , T ∈ T, F :
T×RN →R satisﬁes the following assumption:
(A) F(t,x) is -measurable and T-periodic in t for every x ∈RN and continuously
diﬀerentiable in x for t ∈ [,T]T, and there exist a ∈ C(R+,R+),
bσ ∈ L( [,T)T ,R+) such that
∣∣F(t,x)∣∣≤ a(|x|)b(t), ∣∣∇F(t,x)∣∣≤ a(|x|)b(t)
for all x ∈RN and t ∈ [,T]T, where ∇F(t,x) denotes the gradient of F(t,x) in x.
Problem (.) covers the p-Laplacian system (for when T =R)
(∣∣u′(t)∣∣p–u′(t))′ =∇F(t,u(t)), a.e. t ∈R, (.)
the second-order Hamiltonian system on time scale T (for when p = )
u (t) =∇F(σ (t),u(σ (t))), -a.e. t ∈ Tκ (.)
and the second-order Hamiltonian system (for when p = , T =R)
u¨(t) =∇F(t,u(t)), t ∈R (.)
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as well as the second-order discrete Hamiltonian system (for when p = , T = Z, T ≥ )
u(t) =∇F(t + ,u(t + )), t ∈ Z. (.)
In recent years, many authors have been devoted to the investigation concerning the
existence of periodic solutions of (.) by using critical point theory (see [, ]). In [],
the authors studied Sobolev’s spaces on time scales and their properties. As applications,
they presented a recent approach via variational methods and the critical point theory
to obtain the existence of solutions of (.). System (.) has also been investigated by
several authors using various techniques and diﬀerent conditions on the nonlinearities,
such as the bounded or convex potential conditions (see []), the coercive type potential
condition (see []), the even type potential condition (see []), the subquadratic potential
condition in the Rabinowitz sense (see []) and the sublinear nonlinearity condition (see
[]). Moreover, many authors have paid much attention to study the periodic solutions of
(.) (see [, ]). But, to the best of our knowledge, the existence of solutions for problems
(.) have not been studied yet.
The study of dynamical systems on time scales is now an active area of research. One of
the reasons for this is the fact that the study on time scales uniﬁes the study of both discrete
and continuous processes, besidesmany others. The pioneeringworks in this direction are
Refs. [–]. The theory of time scales was initiated by Hilger in his Ph.D. thesis in ,
providing a rich theory that uniﬁes and extends discrete and continuous analysis [, ].
A time scale T is an arbitrary nonempty closed subset of the real numbers, which has the
topology inherited from the real numbers with the standard topology. The two most pop-
ular examples are T = R and T = Z. The time scales calculus has a tremendous potential
for applications in somemathematicalmodels of real processes and phenomena studied in
physics, chemical technology, population dynamics, biotechnology and economics, neu-
ral networks, social sciences (see []). For example, it can model insect populations that
are continuous while in season (and may follow a diﬀerence scheme with variable step-
size), die out in winter, while their eggs are incubating or dormant, and then hatch in a
new season, giving rise to a nonoverlapping population.
In recent years, dynamic equations on time scales have generated a considerable amount
of interest and attracted many researchers (see [–]). There have been many ap-
proaches to study the existence and multiplicity of solutions for dynamic equations on
time scales, such as the method of lower and upper solutions, ﬁxed-point theory, coin-
cidence degree theory and so on. In [], authors used the ﬁxed point theorem of strict-
set-contraction to study the existence of positive periodic solutions for functional dynamic
equationswith impulse eﬀects on time scales.However, the study of the existence andmul-
tiplicity of solutions for dynamic equations on time scales using variational method has
received considerably less attention (see, for example, [, , ]). Also, as is well known, it
is very diﬃcult to use Hilger’s integral to deal with the existence of solutions to a dynamic
equation on time scales since it is only concerned with antiderivatives. Therefore, it is still
worth making an attempt to extend variational methods to study of periodic solutions for
variousHamiltonian systems because there are tremendous applications on periodic solu-
tions to discrete or continuous Hamiltonian systems theoretically and practically [–].
Our purpose of this paper is to study the variational structure of problem (.) in an
appropriate space of functions and the existence of periodic solutions for problem (.) by
some critical point theorems.
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2 Preliminaries and statements
In this section, we present some fundamental deﬁnitions and results from the calculus on
time scales and Sobolev’s spaces on time scales that will be required below.We ﬁrst brieﬂy
recall some basic deﬁnitions and results concerning time scales.
Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) Let T be a time scale, for t ∈ T, the forward jump
operator σ : T→ T is deﬁned by
σ (t) = inf{s ∈ T, s > t} for all t ∈ T,
while the backward jump operator ρ : T→ T is deﬁned by
ρ(t) = sup{s ∈ T, s < t} for all t ∈ T
(supplemented by inf∅ = supT and sup∅ = infT, where ∅ denotes the empty set). A point
t ∈ T is called right-scattered, left-scattered if σ (t) > t, ρ(t) < t hold, respectively. Points
that are right-scattered and left-scattered at the same time are called isolated. Also, if t <
supT and σ (t) = t, then t is called right-dense, and if t > infT and ρ(t) = t, then t is called
left-dense. Points that are right-dense and left-dense at the same time are called dense. The
set Tκ is derived from the time scale T as follows: If T has a left-scattered maximum m,
then Tκ = T – {m}; otherwise, Tκ = T.
When a,b ∈ T, a < b, we denote the intervals [a,b]T, [a,b)T and (a,b]T in T by
[a,b]T = [a,b]∩T, [a,b)T = [a,b)∩T, (a,b]T = (a,b]∩T,
respectively. Note that [a,b]κ
T
= [a,b]T if b is left-dense and [a,b]κ
T
= [a,b)T = [a,ρ(b)]T if b




)κ , therefore [a,b]κ
T





if b is left-scattered.
Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) Assume that f : T→R is a function, and let t ∈ Tκ .
Then we deﬁne f (t) to be the number (provided it exists) with the property that given
any  > , there is a neighborhood U of t (i.e., U = (t – δ, t + δ) ∩ T for some δ > ) such
that
∣∣[f (σ (t)) – f (s)] – f (t)[σ (t) – s]∣∣≤ ∣∣σ (t) – s∣∣ for all s ∈U .
We call f (t) the delta (or Hilger) derivative of f at t. The function f is delta (or Hilger)
diﬀerentiable on Tκ provided f (t) exists for all t ∈ Tκ . The function f  : Tκ →R is then
called the delta derivative of f on Tκ .
Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) Assume that f : T → RN is a function f (t) = (f (t),
f (t), . . . , f N (t)), and let t ∈ Tκ . Then we deﬁne f (t) = (f  (t), f  (t), . . . , f N (t)) (provided
it exists). We call f (t) the delta (or Hilger) derivative of f at t. The function f is delta (or
Hilger) diﬀerentiable provided f (t) exists for all t ∈ Tκ . The function f  : Tκ → RN is
then called the delta derivative of f on Tκ .
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Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) For a function f : T → R, we shall talk about the
second derivative f  provided f  is diﬀerentiable onTκ = (Tκ )κ with the derivative f  =
(f ) : Tκ →R.
Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) For a function f : T → RN , we shall talk about the
second derivative f  provided f  is diﬀerentiable onTκ = (Tκ )κ with the derivative f  =
(f ) : Tκ →RN .
The -measure μ and -integration are deﬁned as those in [].
Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) Assume that f : T → RN is a function, f (t) =
(f (t), f (t), . . . , f N (t)), and let A be a -measurable subset of T. f is integrable on A if and
only if f i (i = , , . . . ,N ) are integrable on A, and
∫




A f (t)t, . . . ,∫
A f N (t)t).
Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) Let B ⊂ T. B is called a -null set if μ(B) = . Say
that a property P holds -almost everywhere (-a.e.) on B, or for -almost all (-a.a.)
t ∈ B if there is a -null set E ⊂ B such that P holds for all t ∈ B\E.








u : [,T)T →RN :
∫
[,T) T





∣∣f (t)∣∣pt) p .
We have the following theorem.
Theorem . ([, Theorem .]) Let p ∈R be such that p≥ . Then the space Lp( [,T)T ,
R
N ) is a Banach space together with the norm ‖ · ‖Lp . Moreover, L

( [a,b)T ,RN ) is a
Hilbert space together with the inner product given for every (f , g) ∈ Lp( [a,b)T ,RN ) ×
Lp( [a,b)T ,RN ) by







where (·, ·) denotes the inner product in RN .
Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) A function f : [a,b]T → RN , f (t) = (f (t), f (t), . . . ,
f N (t)). We say that f is absolutely continuous on [a,b]T (i.e., f ∈ AC([a,b]T,RN )) if for
every  > , there exists δ >  such that if { [ak ,bk)T}nk= is a ﬁnite pairwise disjoint family
of subintervals of [a,b]T satisfying
∑n
k=(bk – ak) < δ, then
∑n
k= |f (bk) – f (ak)| < .
Now, we recall the Sobolev space W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) on [,T]T deﬁned in []. For the
sake of convenience, in the sequel, we let uσ (t) = u(σ (t)).
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Deﬁnition . ([, Deﬁnition .]) Let p ∈ R be such that p >  and u : [,T]T → RN .
We say that u ∈ W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) if and only if u ∈ Lp( [,T)T ,RN ) and there exists g :
[,T]κ
T


























x ∈ AC([,T]T,RN) : x ∈ Lp( [,T)T ,RN),x() = x(T)}.





is true for every p ∈ R with p > . These two sets are, as a class of functions, equiva-
lent. It is the characterization of functions in W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) in terms of functions in
V ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) too. That is the following theorem.
Theorem . ([, Theorem .]) Suppose that u ∈W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) for some p ∈R with
p > , and that (.) holds for g ∈ Lp( [,T)T ,RN ). Then there exists a unique function
x ∈ V ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) such that the equalities




g(t)t = . (.)
By identifying u ∈ W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) with its absolutely continuous representative x ∈
V ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) for which (.) holds, the set W
,p
,T ([,T]T,RN ) can be endowed with
the structure of a Banach space. That is, the following theorem.
Theorem . ([, Theorem .]) Assume p ∈R and p > . The set W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) is




























t, ∀u, v ∈H,T .
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Similar to the general Banach spaceW ,pT ,W
,p
,T ([,T]T,RN ) is a reﬂexive and uniformly
convex Banach space.
The Banach spaceW ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) has some important properties.
Theorem . ([, Theorem .]) There exists K = K (p) >  such that the inequality
‖u‖∞ ≤ K‖u‖W ,p,T holds for all u ∈ W
,p
,T ([,T]T,RN ), where ‖u‖∞ = maxt∈[,T]T |u(t)|.
Moreover, if
∫
[,T) T u(t)t = , then ‖u‖∞ ≤ K‖u‖Lp .
Theorem . ([, Theorem .]) If the sequence {uk}k∈N ⊂W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) converges
weakly to u in W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ), then {uk}k∈N converges strongly in C([,T]T,RN ) to u.
Remark . ([, Remark .]) The immersion W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) ↪→ C([,T]T,RN ) is
compact.
Theorem . ([, Theorem .]) Let L : [,T]T × RN × RN → R, (t,x, y) → L(t,x, y)
be Lebesgue -measurable in t for each (x, y) ∈ RN × RN and continuously diﬀeren-
tiable in (x, y) for every t ∈ [,T]T. If there exist a ∈ C(R+,R+), b, c ∈ [,T]T → R+, bσ ∈
L( [,T)T ,R+) and cσ ∈ Lq( [,T)T ,R+) ( < q < +∞) such that for -almost t ∈ [,T]T
and every (x, y) ∈RN ×RN , one has
∣∣L(t,x, y)∣∣≤ a(|x|)(b(t) + |y|p),∣∣Lx(t,x, y)∣∣≤ a(|x|)(b(t) + |y|p),∣∣Ly(t,x, y)∣∣≤ a(|x|)(c(t) + |y|p–),
where p +

q = , then the functional 
 :W
,p


































To prove our main results, we need the following deﬁnitions and theorems.
Theorem . ([, Lemma .]) Let T be a T-periodic time scale, then σ (t +T) = σ (t) +T
for all t ∈ T.
Deﬁnition . ([, P]) Let X be a real Banach space, I ∈ C(X,R) and c ∈ R. I is said
to be satisfying the (PS)c-condition on X if the existence of a sequence {xn} ⊆ X, such that
I(xn)→ c and I ′(xn)→  as n→ ∞, implies that c is a critical value of I .
Deﬁnition . ([, P]) Let X be a real Banach space and I ∈ C(X,R). I is said to be
satisfying the P.S. condition on X if any sequence {xn} ⊆ X, for which I(xn) is bounded and
I ′(xn)→  as n→ ∞, possesses a convergent subsequence in X.
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Remark . It is clear that the P.S. condition implies the (PS)c-condition for each c ∈R.
Theorem . ([, Theorem .]) Let X be a Banach space and let 
 ∈ C(X,R). Assume
that X splits into a direct sum of closed subspace X = X– ⊕X+ with







where S–R = {u ∈ X– : ‖u‖ = R}. Let
B–R =
{
u ∈ X– : ‖u‖ ≤ R},
M =
{













 satisﬁes the (PS)c-condition, c is a critical value of 
.
As shown in [], a deformation lemma can be proved with the weaker condition (C)
replacing the usual P.S. condition, and it turns out that the saddle point theorem (Theo-
rem .) holds true under condition (C).
3 Variational setting
In this section, in order to apply the critical point theory, we make a variational structure.
From this variational structure, we can reduce the problem of ﬁnding solutions of problem
(.) to the one of seeking the critical points of a corresponding functional.











We have the following facts.







∣∣u∣∣p–(u(t), v(t))t + ∫
[,T) T
(∇F(σ (t),uσ (t)), vσ (t))t (.)
for all v ∈W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ).
Proof Let L(t,x, y) = p |y|p + F(t,x) for all x, y ∈RN and t ∈ [,T]T. Then, by condition (A),
L(t,x, y) satisﬁes all the assumptions of Theorem .. Hence, by Theorem ., we know







∣∣u∣∣p–(u(t), v(t))t + ∫
[,T) T
(∇F(σ (t),uσ (t)), vσ (t))t
for all v ∈W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ). 
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Theorem . If u ∈ W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) is a critical point of ϕ in W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ), i.e.,
ϕ′(u) = , then u is solution of problem (.).
Proof Since ϕ′(u) = , it follows from Theorem . that
∫
[,T) T
∣∣u∣∣p–(u(t), v(t))t + ∫
[,T) T
(∇F(σ (t),uσ (t)), vσ (t))t = 
for all v ∈W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ), that is,
∫
[,T) T
∣∣u∣∣p–(u(t), v(t))t = –∫
[,T) T
(∇F(σ (t),uσ (t)), vσ (t))t
for all v ∈ W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ). From condition (A) and Deﬁnition ., we have that
|u|p–u ∈ W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ). By Theorem . and (.), there exists a unique function
x ∈ V ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) such that
x = u,





∇F(σ (t),uσ (t))t = . (.)
Combining (.) and (.), we obtain
x() – x(T) = , x() – x(T) = .
We identify u ∈ W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) with its absolutely continuous representative x ∈
V ,,T ([,T]T,RN ) for which (.) holds. By Theorem ., u is a T-periodic solution of
problem (.). 
4 Main results
For u ∈ W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ), let u = T
∫




N ) = {u ∈W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) :
∫
[,T) T u(t)t = }, thenW
,p




N )⊕RN and we have the following lemma.
Theorem. In the Sobolev spaceW ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ), for u ∈W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ), ‖u‖ → ∞





∣∣u(t)∣∣pt) p → ∞.
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≤ pT |u|p + pT∥∥˜u(t)∥∥p∞



















≤ (pT + pTKp + ) p(|u|p + ∫
[,T) T
∣∣u(t)∣∣pt) p . (.)




















≤ (T– + ) p ‖u‖. (.)





∣∣u(t)∣∣pt) p → ∞. 
Theorem . Suppose that (A) and the following conditions are satisﬁed.
(F) There exist  < μ < p,M >  such that
(∇F(t,x),x)≥ μF(t,x)
for all |x| >M and -a.e. t ∈ [,T]T.
(F) There exists gσ ∈ L([,T]T,R) such that
F(t,x)≤ g(t)
for all x ∈RN and -a.e. t ∈ [,T]T.
(F) There exists a subset D of [,T]T with μ(D) >  such that
F(t,x)→ –∞ as |x| → ∞
for -a.e. t ∈D.
Then problem (.) has at least one T-periodic solution.
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Proof We will use the saddle point theorem only to prove that
(i) ϕ satisﬁes (C)-condition.
(ii) ϕ(u)→ –∞ as u ∈RN , ‖u‖ → ∞.
(iii) ϕ(u)→ +∞ as u ∈ W˜ ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ), ‖u‖ → ∞.
Firstly, we prove (i).
Set {un} ⊂ W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) is a (C)-sequence, that is, ϕ(un) is bounded and ( +
‖un‖)ϕ′(un)→  as n→ ∞. Then there exists a positive constant C such that
∣∣ϕ(un)∣∣≤ C, ( + ‖un‖)∥∥ϕ′(un)∥∥≤ C (.)
for all n ∈N. Using (A), (F), (.) and (.), one has








[(∇F(σ (t),uσn (t)),uσn (t)) – pF(σ (t),uσn (t))]t



















t ≥ C (.)






for all n ∈N. This implies that there exists a constant C such that∫
[,T) T
∣∣un (t)∣∣pt ≤ C (.)
for all n ∈ N. It follows from Theorem . and (.) that there exists a constant C such
that
‖˜un‖∞ ≤ C (.)
for all n ∈N.
Now, we will prove that the sequence {un} is bounded. Otherwise, wemay assume, with-
out loss of generality, that |un| → ∞ as n→ ∞. Set vn = un‖un‖ = un‖un‖ + u˜n‖un‖ = vn + v˜n, then
{vn} is bounded in W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ). By Remark ., there is a subsequence of {vn} (for
simplicity denoted again by {vn}) such that
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Combining with (.), {˜un} is bounded in C([,T]T,RN ), thereby, v ∈ RN , v = . So,
























Then, by Theorem ., {un} is bounded in W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ). Again, from Remark .,
there is a subsequence of {un} (for simplicity denoted again by {un}) such that










By (.), {un} is bounded in C([,T]T,RN ), then by assumption (A), there exists a positive













∣∣uσ (t) – uσn (t)∣∣t




Combining with (.), we obtain
∫
[,T) T




















∣∣un ∣∣p–(un (t),u(t) – un (t))t →  as n→ ∞.
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Furthermore, it is easy to derive from (.) that
∫
[,T) T





















as n→ ∞. By Hölder inequality, we get
≤ (‖un‖ – ‖u‖)(‖un‖p– – ‖u‖p–)≤ 〈φ′(un) – φ′(u),un – u〉.
This combined with (.) yields ‖un‖ → ‖u‖. It follows from (.) and uniform convexity
ofW ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) that un → u inW ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ).
Secondly, we prove (ii).
































as n→ ∞. This implies that (ii) holds.
Thirdly, we prove (iii).
For s ∈R, |x| ≥M and -a.e. t ∈ [,T]T, let
G(s) = F(t, sx), H(s) =G′(s) – μs G(s). (.)
Using (F), when s≥ M|x| ,
H(s) = s
((∇F(t, sx), sx) –μF(t, sx))≥  (.)
holds. Furthermore, by (.), G(s) satisﬁes
G′(s) =H(s) + μs G(s).
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Hence, when s≥ M|x| ,


















































































for all u ∈ W˜ ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ). This implies that (ii) holds.
It follows from the saddle point theorem and Theorem . that Theorem . holds.

Example . Let T =⋃∞k=[k, k + ], T = , N = . Consider the -Laplacian system on
the time scale T
(∣∣u(t)∣∣u(t)) =∇F(σ (t),u(σ (t))), -a.e. t ∈ Tκ , (.)
where F(t,x) = –|x| – |((, , , ),x)|.
Since F(t,x) = –|x| – |((, , , ),x)|, ∇F(t,x) = –x – ((,,,),x)|((,,,),x)| (, , , ), all the condi-
tions of Theorem . hold with p = , μ = , M = , g(t) ≡ . According to Theorem .,
problem (.) has at least one -periodic solution. Moreover,  is not the solution of
problem (.). Thus, problem (.) has at least one nontrivial -periodic solution.
From Theorem ., we have the following corollary.
Corollary . Suppose that (A), (F) and the following condition are satisﬁed.
(F) F(t,x)→ –∞ as |x| → ∞ uniformly for -a.e. t ∈ [,T]T.
Then problem (.) has at least one T-periodic solution.
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Theorem . Suppose that (A), (F) and the following conditions are satisﬁed.
(F)
∫
[,T) T F(σ (t),x)t → –∞ as |x| → ∞.




)≥ γ (F(t,x) + F(t, y))
for all x, y ∈RN and -a.e. t ∈ [,T]T.
Then problem (.) has at least one T-periodic solution.
Proof It follows directly from (F) that
ϕ(u)→ –∞ as u ∈RN ,‖u‖ → ∞.
Similar to the proof of Theorem ., we can prove





Next, we will prove that ϕ satisﬁes (C)-condition. Let {un} ⊂W ,p,T ([,T]T,RN ) be a (C)-
sequence, that is, ϕ(un) is bounded and ( + ‖un‖)ϕ′(un) →  as n → ∞. In a way similar











∣∣un (t)∣∣pt ≤ C
and
‖˜un‖∞ ≤ C (.)







































for all n ∈ N, which implies that {un} is bounded. Combining with (.), we assert that
{un} is bounded. Using the same method as that of the proof of (i) in Theorem ., we can
prove that {un} has a convergent subsequence, thus, ϕ satisﬁes condition (C).
By the saddle point theorem and Theorem ., Theorem . holds. 
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Example . Let T = Z, T = , N = . Consider the -Laplacian system on the time
scale T

(∣∣u(t)∣∣u(t)) =∇F(t + ,u(t + )), -a.e. t ∈ Z, (.)
where F(t,x) = –|x| – |((, , ),x)|.
Since F(t,x) = –|x| – |((, , ),x)|, ∇F(t,x) = –|x|x – ((,,),x)|((,,),x)| (, , ), all the conditions
of Theorem . hold p = , μ = , M = . According to Theorem ., problem (.) has
at least one -periodic solution. Moreover,  is not the solution of problem (.). Thus,
problem (.) has at least one nontrivial -periodic solution.
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